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ON THE RIGIDITY OF GRADED ALGEBRAS1

JANE purcell coffee

Abstract. If S is a graded algebra (separated and complete) over a field of

characteristic zero and § is rigid in the category of algebras, then 8 is rigid

in the category of filtered algebras.

1. Introduction. If § is a graded algebra (separated and complete) over a

field % of characteristic zero and 8 is rigid in the category of algebras, then,

as we show here, § is rigid in the category of filtered algebras and hence

isomorphic, as a filtered algebra, to any 'S whose (complete) associated

graded algebra is S. Thus if a graded algebra is rigid in its operational

structure, then it must also be rigid in its filtration structure.

The restriction that the graded algebra under consideration be an algebra

over a field of characteristic zero (or more precisely, an algebra over a

commutative unital coefficient ring % which is itself an algebra over Q) is

required for the proof of Theorem 2 which we give here. The result that in a

trivial deformation the infinitesimal of the deformation is a coboundary is

critical to the proof and the following examples due to M. Gerstenhaber

([2]-[5]) show that this result need not hold for algebras defined over a field

of characteristic/? > 0.

Let % be a field of characteristic 2 and the algebra A = %[x]/x2.

Consider the deformation A, = 9C[*][[f]]/(-x2 + /). The multiplication on A,

is / = m + tF where F(l, 1) = F(\, x) = F(x, 1) = 0, F(x, x) = 1 and it is

the original multiplication on A. A, is a nontrivial deformation of A since

there is no power series of the form w = x + axt + a2t2 + . . . with

coefficients ax,a2, ... in A such that with the multiplication in A, w2 = /

mod t2. Thus F is not a coboundary since if it were, A, would be a trivial

deformation. Now consider another deformation of A, B, = ^[x][[t]]/(x2 +

t2). The multiplication on B, is defined by g, = it + tF where F is the same as

defined above. B, is a trivial deformation of A under the mapping 0, = x + /

which is an automorphism since % is a field of characteristic 2. Thus Bt is a

trivial deformation but the infinitesimal of this deformation, F, is not a

coboundary.

Given the history of results in algebraic deformation theory it is unlikely
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that the major result of this paper translates exactly to algebras over fields of

characteristic/? > 0.

The algebra § under consideration need not be associative. It is sufficient

that § be an element of a category in which the % -split extensions of S by S

considered as a § -bimodule form a group H2(§ § ). The list of such categories

includes associative, Lie, commutative associative, and nilpotent associative.

2. Gerstenhaber [2] showed that given a complete, separated filtered ring ®i

there exists a one parameter family of deformations /, = w + tFx + t2F2 +

t3F3 + . . . of the (complete) associated graded ring § and § with multiplica-

tion /j is isomorphic to ^ as a filtered ring. Thus ^ is a deformation of §

under/ and the infinitesimal of this deformation is Fx.

There is an alternate way of viewing fas a deformation of its associated

graded ring §. Following Gerstenhaber [3], we consider

Appff-i S^/'k* e ***} c §(<0).

Let

F"App<» = j   2  a,''k 6 Fi+"$\

and let App„f = App^/T^+'App f ; App,^ = §. There is a natural inclu-

sion from Fn+X<$/ Fn+2<5 -> Fn<5/Fn+2<5. The direct sum over all n of these

maps yields:

0-» ®Fn+x<5/Fn+2<» -+ App,^

where © Fn+x^/Fn+2<» is S with the degree shifted by one and zero

mulitplication. Denote this subobject of App^ by sh §. Thus there exists an

exact sequence: 0-»sh § -^App,1?-» § -»0 which is a singular extension

and therefore an element of Baer2 (§, sh S).

Theorem 1. The singular extension: 0-»sh § -»App1'3r->S ->0 corre-

sponds with the classical infinitesimal of the deformation from % to 9".

Proof. Let / = it + tFx + t2F2 + ... be a one parameter family of

deformations from § to Sr. The nth graded part of App,^ is

{V + «n+.'n+,k S F*9, a„+1 G F"+1#}.

The multiplication in App,f is given by

/,(a/-ra1.+/+^V> + ¿,+.'y+,)

= a,b/+J + (a,è,+ 1 + ai+lbj)ti+J+x + r'^F.fa, bj).

Denote the elements of App,f by a + bt. Define an additive section s of the

singular extension: 0 -» sh § -> App,^ -» % -» 0 by s(a) = a + 0 • t. Then

/,(i(fl), j(6)) - s(a ■ b) = a ■ b + tFx(a, b) - ab = tFx(a, b)

which is the classical infinitesimal of the deformation/.
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We may define

sh"S = © F****/F1***1*   and   sh App„ - ® Fi+x/Fi+n+2.

The exact sequence:

0^sh2§ ^shApp^-^App^^g — 0 (1)

is trivial with solution E2: 0-»sh App,^ -> Appj^ -» § -»0. If the one

parameter family of deformations from § to 9 is defined by gt = tt + t2F2 +

t3F3 + . . ., then App,^ and App,S are isomorphic as filtered rings and

therefore E2. 0 -* sh App,^ ->• App2§ -> § -» 0 is also a solution of (1). The

equivalence classes of solutions form a principal homogeneous space over

Baer2 (§, sh2g). Thus the difference E2 - E'2 is an element of Baer2^, sh2§)

and is equivalent to:

0 -> sh2S -> App2f XApP|g: App2g /diag(sh App, f) -> § -> 0.

This singular extension corresponds to F2. In general, if the deformation from

g to S is defined by it + t"Fntn+xFn+x + ... for n > 1, then the singular

extension

0^sh"g ^App„ 9 xApp_iiFApp„g/diag(sh App„_,£)^§ -»0

corresponds to Fn.

The following theorem is the major result of this paper.

Theorem 2. If § is a graded algebra (separated and complete) over a field %

of characteristic zero and 3 is rigid in the category of algebras, then § is rigid

in the category of filtered algebras.

Proof. Let ^ be a filtered algebra over a field % of characteristic zero

whose (complete) associated graded algebra is §. Let /, = it + tFx + t2F2

+ . . . define a one parameter family of deformations from § to S in the

category of filtered algebras. We shall show that / is trivial, i.e. that there

exists a filtration preserving algebra isomorphism 3>, such that $,ir(a, b) =

f,($,a, 3>,6). Since § is an algebra over a field of characteristic zero and § is

rigid in the category of algebras, Fx, the infinitesimal of the deformation,

must be a coboundary (Gerstenhaber [2], [5]). By Theorem 1, the singular

exact sequence:

0->sh§ — App^Ag ->0 (2)

corresponds to Fx. Since Fx is a coboundary there is a splitting map s:

§ -» App, f which does not necessarily preserve filtration. We have s(a¡) = I,

+ 6, + A, where a¡ E §,, /¡ = © k<¡ bk, h¡ = © k>i bk, b¡ E F*9. Since p is

gradation-preserving and linear, /, and h¡ are in the kernel of p. If we define

s0: @ —»App,^ by s0(a¡) = b¡, then s0 preserves filtration and is additive.
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Consider

s(at) ■ s(0j) = (/,. + bt + «,) • (/, + bj + hj)

= ltbj + btlj + btbj + b,hj + h,bj (3)

with the remaining terms equal to zero since (2) is a singular extension. We

have s(a¡ • af) = s(a¡) • s(af) and thus i0(a,o,) = (i + /)th filtered part of s(a¡) ■

s(Oj) = b¡bj by (3). Therefore s0(ai - af) = s0(a¡) • s0(a,). Also ps0(a¡) = ith

graded parts of ps(a¡) which is a¡. Thus sequence (2) splits in the category of

filtered algebras and Fx = -8<bx for some </>, G Cx(§, §) where d>, preserves

filtration. Set 4>,(a) = a + t<bx(a). Then

f,(<S>,a, 1>,Z>) = <K,(7r(a, b) + t2F2(a, b) + t%(a, b)+ ...).

By the remarks following Theorem 1, F2 corresponds to an element of

Baer2 (§, sh2S ). The same argument as above shows that this sequence splits

in the category of filtered algebras and therefore tt + t2F2 + t3F3 + . . . is

equivalent to tt + i3F3 + . . . in the category of filtered algebras. Induction

and the observation that Fn corresponds to an element of Baer2 (§, sh"§)

when the deformation is it + t"F„ + tn+xFn+x + ... yields the desired re-

sult. Thus we have shown that if a graded algebra is rigid in its operational

structure (i.e. rigid as an algebra) then it must also be rigid in its filtration

structure (i.e., rigid as a filtered algebra).
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